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ABSTRACT
A Comparative Study of Mother's Education
And Early Child Rearing Practices in
A Southwestern Indian Pueblo
by
Sherry D. Remund, Master of Science
Utah State University, 1975
Major Professor: Dr. Jay D. Schvaneveldt
Department: Family and Child Development
The problem on which this study focused was the need to determine the
manner and degree to which pluralisti c values of the greater American Society
are influencing family life and child r ea ring patterns of a Southwestern Indian
Pueblo.

The Southwestern Pueblo is not named for reasons of anonymity.

The

intent of the study was to determine th e degree to which Southwestern Pueblo
mothers have been affected by their education in a non-Indian culture as related
to child rearing practices in the pre-school years.
The study tests the hypothesis that there is no significant difference in
the early child rearing practices of mothers educated on the reservation and
those mothers educated off the reservation in a non-Indian culture.
Methodologically , a sample of 30 mothers were interviewed by the researcher: in the Fall of 1974 . Fifteen mo thers were representative of the nonreservation educated mothers and 15 mothers were educated on the reservation.

vii

The instrument used in the interviews was adapted from Schroeder who did a
similar study at Jemez Pueblo in 1960. Her study served as a comparative
base for this research.
Out of 76 items, only five showed a significant difference in the responses
of the two groups of mothers at the. 05 level. Therefore the hypothesis was not
rejected .
Generally, the reservation educated mothers were more permissive in
areas of feeding than non-reservation educated mothers.

This same permissive-

ness for the reservation educated mothers held true in regard to toilet training
practices and in the areas of discipline, the reservation educated mothers leaned
toward the traditional maternal extended family pattern.

More of the children

in the reservation-educated group lived in their maternal grandmother's home.
All mothers in both groups realized change was occurring, but most hoped their
child would preserve some of the Indian culture and feel proud to be an Indian.

(81 pages)

CHAPTER I
INT RODU CT ION

Origin of the Problem

This research is an attempt to investigate child rearing pra ctices in a
Southwestern Indian Pueblo and help determine to what degree the traditional way
of child rearing still prevails among two groups of Indian mothers. Child
rearing is an importan t way of tapping rapid change in a society.

Specifica lly,

this research assessed child rearing as one part of the culture of the Pueblo
Indian family to determine if th e type of education of Indian Mothers has any
effect on the c ulture, namel y child rearing practices.
On the question of cu lture c ha nge among Indians, there are differing
schools of thought.

On the one end of the continuum is the idea that the Indians

still hold strong to all of their culture and Indian ways of life.

On the other end,

it is believed that the Indian culture has been completely destroyed, and there is

nothing left to do but abandon their Indian way of life.

Langan says that " . . . the

major problem with these approaches are that researchers who see it this way
as traditional versus progressi ve are generall y non-Indian and are looking into
the Indian world rather than having the bas ic understanding or view from inside
of the Indian. " (p . 1) Realistically, there are many combinations and re-combinalions of Indian adaptation and acculteration on a co ntinuum such as this.
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In the researcher's teaching experie nce a t a Southweste rn Indian Pueblo,
it was apparent that the Indian people had become partly conditioned to new
cultural patterns, especially in the most general aspects of American culture
such as utilitarian items like cars , new home styles, and clothing.

The younger

children are quick to learn the most obv ious aspects of the culture in school, on
television and radio, and through occasional trips to Albuquerque , New Mexi co
and other larger cities in the Southwest.

Linton (1945) cited by Schroeder (1960)

says that
Cultures are continuum s in a constant state of change
and as such have the i r own processes of growth, of establishment of new respons e patterns and of elimination of old one s.
These processes are dependent upon the ability of members of a
society to develop new forms of behavior, to learn and to forget.
However, cultural processes normally operate over time spans
much longer than those comprised within the life cycle of any
one member of society. (p. 1)
Therefore, even though there has been a somewhat expeditious acculturation in th e past few years, it might be questioned whether the Pueblo Indians
are adapting to new cultural patterns as rapidly as it appears.

In conc urrence

with Linton's statement, they probably have changed mainly in the utilitarian
aspects of c ulture rather than id ea logical.
Brophy and Abe rle (1 972) also discussed this and suggested that the
adoptio n of White manner s and customs or being familiar with the language does
not nece ssarily mean that the White mans ethics are also adopted by Indians.
"He may be aping the ways of a society a lien to him." (p. 14 5) An example
of this is the Indian student who imitates his non- Indian teach ers in an effort to

please. Yet his real confusion is hidden until he attempts to pass an English
test and fails.
This example suggests still another problem related to this study.

Often

people who have no training in cultural variations and who may not always understand Indian problems are teaching in Indian schools. Therefore, a conflict of
culture often arises in the classroom. Burnette and Koster (1974) reported that
"only one percent of Indian children in elementary schools today have Indian
teachers or principals." (p. 69) It would seem beneficial, therefore, to further
explore the methods of child rearing of Pueblo Indians to facilitate such understanding. This study has sought to provide a greater background for empathizing
and understanding of Indian culture by non-Indian teachers, thus helping to resolve
classroom conflict. Teachers of Indian children might become better educators
as they more fully understand this parent-child transmission of the culture.

Statement of the Problem

There are many areas in which con tinued research on the cultural fusion
of American Indians is needed.

Assessment of child rearing practices constitutes

one important way of determining cu ltural change. However, in some Southwestern Pueblo tribes there is a definite void of studies showing influences which
culture exerts on the early developing Indian child.

Most of the existing studies

have been done on Pueblo groups such as the Hopi and Zuni tribes as opposed to
the Pueblo L'1dians being focused in this stu dy.

The lack of research on child

rearing practices of Pueblo Indians makes it difficult to determine the manner
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and the degree to which pluralistic values of the greater American Society are
influencing family life and child r earing pattern of the Pueblo Indians. This
area could be important hi storically since there is very little written on early
ch ild rearing practices in New Mexico Pueblo tribes.
Some Pueblo tribes have no wr itten language, thus most child rearing
practices have simply been passed on by mouth from mother to daughter and so
on.

A study in child rearing practices may help young mothers today know more

about ch ild rearing practices of their Pueblo.

Thus, this study can help in

assessing and clarifying child rearing practices as mothers within the Pueblo
experience variant forms of education .

Purpose of the Study

The intent of the present study was to determine the degree to which
Southwestern Pueblo mothers have been affected by their education in a nonIndian culture as related to child rearing practices in the pre-school years.
This focus helps to resolve the question of whether they persis t in the beliefs
and practices learned in their earlier years from their mothers and grandmothers.
Specifically, this study tests the hypothesis that there is no signifi cant
difference in the early child rearing practices of mothers educated on the reservation and those mothers educated off the reservation in a non-Indian culture .
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Definitions

Ea rly childhood or early child rearing years.

These two terms refer to

children from the age of birth through seve n years old.

This age range is also

referred to as the pre-school years.
Southwestern Pueblo Tribes. This term referred to in the study incl udes
all of the Pueblo tribes which are distri bu ted principally along the Rio Grande
Ri ver in New Mexi co, wi th a few found in Western New Mexi co and Northern
Arizona . These tribes are also referred to as New Mexico Pueblos . Fo r
reasons of anonymi ty, the Pueblo focused in this study is referred to as "a
Southwestern Pueblo. "
Permissive. This term is used in c hild rearing as allowing or permitting a child to do things at his own option.

It should be noted here that although

the word is used throughout this study, this author is in agreement with Wax
a nd Thomas (1972) who believe that call ing Indi an child rearing practices "permissive" or "indulgent" is somewha t misleading.
It might be more accurate to say that it usually does not
occur to Indian parents to permit or forbid their children to do
anything, much less permit or forbid them to move their bowels.
VI-hite parents, on the other hand, see themselves as "permitters "
and "forbidders. " Nevertheless, for the Indian point of view,
they le ave vast and very important areas of their children's behavior completely unstructured. Thus one might suggest that in
both cultures parents and elders s ubje c t infants and childre n to an
intensive and careful training, but that they use very differ e nt
methods and emphasize very differe nt skills. (p. 40)

Old India n way.

This is a reference to the culture and Indian ;'eligi ous

practices of the past generations.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

A review of this literature produced several studies that are pertinent
to this research.

The review of literature focuses on the following areas:

a general background of American Indians, characteristics of Pueblo Indians,
the importance of the early rearing years, and child rearing practices of Pueblo
Indians.

General Background of American Indians

Since child rearing practices among Indians are being viewed here as
only one measure of cultural change, it might be we ll to examine differing
schools of thought on the total a cculturat ion process of Ameri can Indi ans.

Berry

(1969) discusses some of these differing points of view in his report to the
Special Committee on Indian Education.

Berry suggested the belief that Indians

still hold strong to their old civilization and are determined to preserve it from
obli vion.

This view says that although the white man has tried to destroy the

Indian culture, he has failed to break through the resisting efforts of the Indian .
Anthropologist Alexander Lesser (1961) seems to hold this view.

He says,

"Their e ndurance, with the deep sense of trad ition and identity, is a remarkable
phenomen . . . They have survived despite the generations of nationa l effort to
force assimilation upon them." (p. 2)
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Another school of interpretation believes that the old culture ha s been
co mpletely destroyed and can never be revived.

Berry (1969) says this group

believes that the culture which the Indian now possesses greatly differs from
that of his ances tors . It is, instead, "the product of ce nturies of isolation,
poverty, exploitation, and paternalism. " (p. 50) They believe that the Indian
must accept this fact and get into the mainstream of America n life. Anthropologist such as Manners (1 962) might choose this position.
The problem of Indian survival has been viewed by some
as the problem of maintaining an "Indian way of life," whatever
that may be . . . In order that most American Indian groups may
grow or live at all, it may be necessary that they abandon their
Indian "way of life". . . Most Indians talk longingly abou t t.he
land and the old days . . . But virtually all the younger, and a good
many of the older Indian s as well , r ealize the dreamlike quality of
the world they talk about. They know that they are oversta ting th e
case for the glories of the past . . . Mo s t of them would not have
it if it were handed to them on a platter. (pp. 25-38)
Langan notes that there has been too muc h of a tendency to place Indians
on a continuum of Progressive vs. Traditional in defining the life styles of contemporary Indian people. He suggests that Indi a ns are di vided eve n further into
four groups which he cal1s a Conceptual Model. These groups in clude Traditional
- Urban , Traditional-Reservation, Progressive-Urban, and Progressi ve- Rese rvation.

However, he purports that India ns fit into many areas and not just the

four areas mentione d as people so often suggest.
This researcher is inclined toward the position that most Indians, or at
least the Pueblo community being stu died her e, exhibit ne ith er dominant Indian
oriente d nor totally assimilated ways of li fe.

Indians are too often s tereotyped
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when, in fact, they do not fit into just one of these categories.

There are many

combinations and recombinations of the four Indian types me ntioned by Langan
within the Pueblo community.

General Characteristics of Pueblo Indians

The spec ifi c Pueblo being studied in this research cannot be mentioned
by name for reasons of anonymity. However, a description of the general
charac teristics of Southwes tern Pueblo Indian communities will be he lpfu l to
show differences and similarities in comparison to other Indian tribes.
MCNickle (1973) describes the Pueblo tribes as be ing distributed mainly
along the Rio Grande River in New Mexico, with a few located in the western
part of New Mexi co and Northern Arizona.

They li ve in small villages a nd

r epr ese nt se ve ral dialect and linguistic groups including T anoan , Ke r esan,
Zuni, and Shoshonian.

The total populat ion of these Pueblos is 32,043 .

Stubbs (19 50) discusses the terrain of Pue blos a s semi-arid to arid.

In

this climate where water is very importa nt, the ceremonies include prayer for
rain and other ceremonies to keep the "supernatural deities favorable toward
them." (p. 7) Stubbs (1950) a lso suggests that because of the communa l life
being based a r ound r e ligi ous beliefs it was necessar y to keep the Pueblo group
close together.

They als o tried to live in areas easy to defend against intruders.

For these r easo ns and others, they lived in the contiguous type villages that are
stili in existen ce today.

Presently, many indi vidual families in the Pu eb los are

now starting to build homes more scattered and away from the old village center.
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However, many of the villagers still follow the Indian religion as a way of life
and return to the village for various dances and ceremonies.
A governor is selected annually in each Pueblo except the Hopi communities.

In some Pueblos, the cac iques, who are in charge of all religion and

ceremonialism, select the governor and other officials. All officials are confirmed by Pueblo members (Stubbs) .
Stubbs (1950) reported that basically the Pueblo Indians have been farmers
for generations.
stock also.

Many Pueblo Indians stilI farm, but have started raising live-

"An appreciable part of their income is also derived from the sale

of handicraft products . Some villages are well known for their pottery, others
for baskets and silverwork." (p. 6) Many other opportunities for occupations
have developed in recent years, such as mines, plants , schools, and other
such developments.
The Pueblo Indians of the Southwest all have some very similar customs,
beliefs, and economy, but it should also be stressed that there are many differences. Smith (1969) made this clear by saying that "most non-Indians think of
Indians as being alike and are not aware, for example, that Taos Pueblo differs
from Zuni in language, social organization, and political system in as great a
measure as the United States from France." (p. 3)
Berr y (1969) says that "some groups, such as Zuni and the Hopi, have
retained a great deal of their own cu lture while others such as Naragansetts,
Nanticokes, and Lumbees have preserved very little except their cOllvictions
that they are Indians. " (p. 51) It is hard to even look at a certain comm unity
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and make generalizations because there are differences within that communi ty.
Rosenthal (1968) experienced many differences in one Indian community .
. . . these were not tribal, not racial, not even interc ultural. In its own terms, this was one community experienced by its members as a cultural whole . . . who felt there
are very few descriptions of Indian life in which the local community is taken into focus in its own right, to be examined
as a going concern, including all its members, of whatever
tradition. (p . 86)
Because it was not feasible to focus on all aspects of the Southwestern
Pueblo observed in this study . child rearing practices are being considered here
as only one part of the cultural whole.

In addition there are many other areas of

child rearing which could also be assessed which are not within the scope of this
study.

Pueblo Indian Child Rearing Practices

Before Pueblo Indian child rearing practices are discuss ed , it would be
well to note the general importance of the ch ild rearing years.

Ansba cher (19 56 )

outlined the notion of Adler who believes that a c hild is not changed by his environment after he is four years old.
formed by that ti me.

Adler believes that a childs behavior pattern is

Thereafter , the child alters his experiences to conform to

his own cultural pattern.

Erikson (1968) in positing his eight stages of dcvelop-

ment , r ecognized that failure to integrate the early child stages of development
has a definite and sometimes negative affect on the other stages.

(pp. 218-234)

Bruner (1956) maintains that wi th LrJdians, the most persistent elements
of culture are those which are acquired in the early years.

"That which is
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learned and internalized in infan cy and early childhood is most resistant to contact situations." (p. 197) In a s tudy of five cultures, including the Zuni Pueblo
Indians, Whiting et al, . (1970) als o expresses this belief. They suggest that
some aspects of child rearing practice s play an important part in strengthening
values of that culture. Eggan (1 956 ) a lso suggests that strong emotional conditioning during the early learning pr ocess plays an important part in cultural
continuity. She discusses th e Hopi Indians of the Southwestern United States
who have been successful in mainta ining most aspects of their culture despite
centuries of attempts by outside r s to bring about assimilation.

Thus, these

studies which are representative of many, show the importance of the early
childhood years.

It is with thi s in mind that we examine child rearing prac tices

of Pueblo Indians.

Dozier (1 970) exp la ined that even though there are differences

in child rearing practice s among Pue blo lndians, that the similarities outweigh
the differences.

He viewed the fir s t two years of a Pueblo childs life as highly

permissive . Children were we aned and toilet trained gradually.

The cradle

board was used in every village and was looked upon as a convenience and for
training the child. Thus, wh en th e child became difficult to manage, it was put
on the cradle board.
The review of literature on Pu eblos yielded the most information about
the Hopi and Zuni children . Simpson (1953) also discussed the traditional child
rearing practices of Hopis as permissi ve.

The children could come and go when

they wanted from th e time they we r e able to walk.

They ate at any time they
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wished, and were not restricted to any certain foods.

They went to bed whenever

they wished and stayed overnight at a friends home in the village if they desired.
The maternal extended household is an important part of the Hopi social
system. The sisters and their husbands often remain in the maternal household,
thus a child has access to a number of "mothers." In her study of Hopi c hildren ,
Eggan (1956) recognized that permissiveness in a Hopi child's life was extended
well into his formative years. She contrasted their training toward interdependence with the group as to the non-Indian practice of training a child toward independence.
Dennis (1940) focused on the Hopi child rearing pra ctices 35 years ago.
In his book, The Hopi Child he discussed these findings.

The Hopi infant was

breast fed and nursed whenever he expressed the desire as opposed to the whi te
American pattern at that time of a rigid feeding schedule. Breast feeding was
frequent and long continued, with very few children weaned before the end of the
first year.

The methods used to wean were putting red chile on the breast, or

leaving the child at a grandmothers for several days.
Toilet training did not begin until after the child started walking.

Nocturnal

enuresis was rare, but if it persisted the c hild was taken to a woman of the CornWater Clan to re ceive a treatment that was supposed to help cure the one afflicted.
The child could eat whenever he wished, and did not need to be there at
mealtime if he did not want to.

However, he usually ate with the family.

could be eaten by the child including gl·een chi li.

All foods
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After a child was able to walk, he could go to sleep at night when he
wished.

Dennis (1940) found that Hopi infants learned to walk about six weeks

later than American infants . However: there was no significant relationship to
this and whether or not the child was kept on the cradle board. By four years
of age, the ch ild could go about alone in the village at will. At seven years of
age the ch ild is usually given his first initiation, which is a "landmark to
maturity." (p. 84) The initiation is a ce remony which is a part of the Indian
religion.
A means of disciplining children was to summon the kachinas of dreadful
appearance, or threaten to send for them if the child was not good.

Scolding was

most often used as punishment as well as withholding favors, teasing, and
ridicule. The maternal uncle was the disc iplinarian, but the child also owed
obedience to his father and mother . Although Dennis (1940) reported much permissiveness in the Hopi child rearing practices, he suggested that it was erroneous
to co nclud e that Hopi children had ho prohibitions.

The Hopi child was warned

not to go near the edge of a cliff or near fire, not to steal or talk back to adults ,
and several other prohibitions.

The one area most warned about was for a child

who had been initiated to keep the secret from younger children that the kachinas
who appeared in the dances were only men.
Zuni Pueblo child rearing practices have been reviewed by several authors.
Josephy (1969) reported that Zuni, which is located in 'A-estern New Mexico, was
the largest of the Pueblos.

It is a five story communal structure.
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Benedict (1934), ,,'hiting e t aI., (1950), Spencer and Jennings (1965) and
Eggan (1950), have all done research on child rearing practices at Zuni. Since
many of their results were the same or similar, they are compiled and summarized here.
There are extensive rituals performed at the birth of a Zuni infant.

Part

of this ceremony includes the child being taken out and presented to the sun on
the eighth day. Also, the Zuni infant often sleeps on a cradle board.
VI'hiting et aI., (1950) found that 86 percent of Zuni children were entirely
breast fed.

They were weaned at a median age of two years, although 40 percent

were weaned at 12 months, and a few Zuni mothers nursed considerably longer.
In their study of Zuni, VI'hiting et aI., (1950) also exam ined toilet training
patterns.

They found that the toilet training came late, starting at 18 months

and completion of training at two or three years of age.

This differed from the

non-Indian mothers who typically started toilet training their children earli er .
The matrilineal and matrilocal household make the authori ty pattern more
co mplex.

The mother' s brother is the male head of the household . How ever,

Whiting et aI., (1950) listed the "typical Zuni househould hierarchy as follows:

1. The grandmother, 2.
~.

Her brother, 3.

The grandfather, 4 . The mother,

Her brother, 6. The father, 7. The child." (p. 86)
Spencer and Jennings (1965) stated that very little physical restraint is

used with Zuni c hildren , and phYSical pu nishm ent is rarely used.

Benedict

(1934) maintained that whipping was ne ver used on a Zuni child as a corrective
method.

The scare kachinas or "bogey" kachinas were mentioned in most reports
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on Pueblos as a common method of frightening ch ildren into conformity.
was a method of threat rather than punishment.

This

The mother threatened that these

masked gods would come and take them away, eat them, or other such things.
The grandparents were very instrumental in educating the Zuni child by
telling the folklore and values of the tribe.

The importance of the grandparents

was stressed in most of the studies.
Dozier (1966) expressed the importance of his early childhood in his
recollections of boyhood at Hano, a Tewa Pueblo. He mentioned the infant
naming, initiation ceremony, matrilocal residence, punishment, and socialization within the family as being very sim ilar to those of the Hopi which have been
discussed previously.

He also ment ioned the system of authority as similar to

that of Zuni in which "the husband s have little authority in the wife's home." (p.
40)

In other studies done on Pueblo Indians by Stevenson (1889), White (1939),
Parsons (1918) and Eggan (1950), very few records were kept of the daily living
patterns related to child rearing.

Most of the writings simply discussed cere-

monies relating to child bearing and the matrilineal organization of the Pueblo
groups.

The threat of the bogey kachina was again discussed as the usua l dis-

ciplinary device.

Eggan (1950) observed that the care and training of a child was

shared among hous ehold members and r e latives.
important role in the care of the chi ld.

The grandparents played an

He mentioned that a mother co uld spank

a ch ild, but the father was not supposed to.

Even two decades ago when this

report was given , it was noted that the dispersal of the Pueblo populations for
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various reasons was starting to have an e ffec t of disrupting household organi za tions.

However, it was noted that even though households were dividing into

smaller groups , the lineage ties were still strong and brought about mutual cooperation.
A more recent study on Pueblo life is Lange's (196 8) study of Cochiti.
He observed that although the Cochiti households have been traditionally matrilo cal, this tradition has not been as common in recent decades.

In c iting Starr 's

scrapbook of 1897 , it was observed that Cochiti women were the "boss " a nd
were very influential.

Lange (1968) noted that the traditional role fun ctio n of

women and men at Cochiti is chang ing.
The typical present-day Cochiti fami ly is characterized
by a blend of four attributes, each becomes momentarily dominant in specific situations: father domination; equali ty of the
father and mother; domina tion by the mother ; and a rather consistent respect for any individual--old, middle-aged, or young.
Throughout these interrelationships, there is a deference s hown
by younger indi vidua ls to those who are older, whether or not
they a re relatives. It would be mis leading to s ingle out any
one attribute as "typical of the Cochiti family." (p. 369 )
In obse r ving disciplinary matters, Lange found that c orrectional me ans
such as ridicu le and threats co nce rning the cu ltural bogeys were o fte n used.
Whipping was used only in extreme cases .
The c radle board was still used at Cochiti to put the c hild in, although
not as much as before.

Lange also found that the child is often taken out of

the cradle at an earlier age than forme rly.
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Schroeder (1960) did a s tudy 15 yea rs ago comparable to the pre sent study
on the child rearing practices of J e mez Pueblo Indians. That study was the inspiration and backdrop for this resea rch, although the Pueblo tribe studied here
is not the Jemez Pueblo.

Her purpos e was to analyze, within selected mothers,

effects of additional education and co nta c ts with non-Indian cultures on beliefs
and practices regarding child rearing during the pre-school years.

The findings

of Schroeder's study showed that twe nty of ninety-seven variables were significant at the. 05 level. The item s that she found to be significantly different in
her study which relate to this r e search are as follows:
1.
Babies in the non-reser vation group were weaned from
the breast and from the bottle at an earlier age than babies
in the reservation group.

2.
Toilet training was begun e arlier with children in the
non-reservation group .
3.
More babies in the r e se rvation group were cradled, and
were cradled for more months than were the babies in the nonreservation group.
4.
Children in the r e s e rva tion group were almost always given
food and/or drink on awakening at night, while children in the
non-reservation group wer e usually patted or rocked back to sleep.
5.
Children in the reservation group had no diet restrictions
after the second birthday, but were permitted to eat anything
they wanted of the available food. The non-reservation group
was somewhat stricter in the ir diet.
6.
Most of the reservation mothers took the major responsibility for the welfare and beha vior of the children.
7.
The non-reservation children were held responsible for
their behavior at au earlie r age than the reservation children.
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8.
More children in the reservation group were spanked
or were scolded only as punishment, and more of the nonreservation children were deprived as punishment.
9.
The non-reservation children walked alone at an earlier
age than the reservation children.
10.
More fathers in the non-reservation group than reservation
fathers taught the Indian stories, songs, and dances to the children
at this age.
Although the majority of Schroeder' s items were not significantly different, the data indicates some strong trends of changes in child rearing practices
rela ted to educa tional backgrounds of the mothers. Generally, mo thers inc I uded
in this study did not have a singl e, pervasive philosophy governing all aspects of
child rearing.

They were permissive in some areas and severe in others.

Relationship of Indian Child Rearing

Th ere are histories available on the education of the American Indians.
The problems of obtaining an education that meets their present day needs is an
ever present one. The education of Indians is looked upon harshly by many.
Koster (1974) talkes about Indian education as the "Big Whitewash." Brophy and
Aberle (1972) talk about the harm that can be done to the Indian child by trying
to force him into an alien pattern.
The harm done . . . may not always be obvious. Because
of cultural differences in explaining day to day occurrences,
the Indian pupil's concepts may be such that he cannot understand
what his teacher is trying to explain . Yet hi~ develol'nlent of
imitative behavior may be so good and his quick, docile agreement so deceiving that his confusion is entirely hidden from his
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teacher and hi s classmates until he atte mpts to pass a
written English test. (p . 141)
Because teaching of Indi an children is so often in the hands of people who
have no training in cultural differences, and who may not understand Indian
people, this study is an attempt to make these people more aware of the way
Indian children are reared in the pre- school years.

Summary of Review

The review of litera ture emphas izes several significant areas pertinent
to this r esearch.

First, an overall view of differing schools of thought on the

a c culteration of American Indi ans, found the Indian often stereotyped on a continuum between Progre ssive vers us Traditional.

However, Langan in discussing

his Conceptual Model suggests that Indians cannot be placed on this kind of a continuum because there are many different combinations of Indian types within each
community.
Some of the general s imil arities of Southwestern Pueblo tribes were rev iewed in compa rison to other Indian tribes.

The literature showed th ese

similarities, but also stressed the differences among the Pueblo Indian tribes.
The literature discussed the importance of the child rearing years .
Eggan s uggested that early c hildhood does play an important part in cu ltura l continuity.

Because child rearing pr actices are one way of assessing cu ltura l

c hange, the child rearing practices of Pueblo Indian s were focus ed on. There is
a void of studies showing influences wh ic h culture exerts on early developing
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Pueblo Indian children.

Most of these studies have been done among the Hopi

and Zuni tribes.
Some trends and guidelines developed from these studies. The past research has described the Pueblo Indian traditional child rearing practices as
very permissive in most areas with very little physical restraint put upon the
Indian child. The traditional matrilineal family also has influenced the child
rearing methods in authoritarian and disciplinarian areas . The mother and the
maternal uncle were viewed as the main authorities over children.

Most of the

material available on early child rearing practices of New Mexico Pueblo
Indians cover mainly the ceremonies related to chlldbirth and infancy . The researcher could find only one study done by Schroeder (1960) on early child rearing practices related to the educational status and non-lndian associations of the
mother.
In a more recent study of Cochiti Pueblo by Lange (1959) and also

Schroeder's (1960) study of Jemez Pueblo, there was some evidence of a trend
away from the strictly traditional concept of child rearing practi ces , and an
accompanying trend in the family pattern from matrilineal to equalitarian.

How-

ever, Schroeder found no significant differences between the education environment and the effect on child rearing practices.
This study contributes not only to the research of early childhood in preschool years, but it is hoped that it may help one better determine the degree of
assimilation of this Southwestern Pueblo Tribe as related to child rearing
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practices.

Also, it is assumed that this study helps one to better understand

the Pueblo Indian's way of life in a rapidly changing world.
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CHAPTER III
METHODS AND PROCEDURES

This study was made at an Indian Pueblo in the Southwestern United
States during the Fall of 1974.
not be disclosed.

For reasons of anonymity, the exact Pueblo will

The researcher traveled to this reservation in New Mexico to

obtain permission to carry out the study.

Tribal officials and some educators

at the Pueblo were instrumental in allowi ng this research to take place.
The sample chosen for study was selected from the 1972-1973 community
school records.

A list of children in the three kindergarten classes for that

year was obtained.

These children who were representative of the four to six-

year-old range at the Pueblo, had been randomly placed in three classes. The
group of children in these three classes ranged from six to eight years old at
the time <i the study, with a total of 54 children in the three classes.
sample would have been to use all 54 names.

An ideal

However, due to the limited time

and access allotted the researcher, a random sample of 32 mothers was chosen.
All of the mothers of children in one kinderga rten class were included in the
sample. However, only five of the 20 mothers had some schooling off the
reservation, so all of the mothers of children in the other two classes who were
in the olf reservation group were added to the sample.
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Only two mothers of the chose n sample were not available for an interview.

One mother had passe d away the previous year and another mother pre-

ferred not to talk with the rese a rc her.

The sample mothers were classified in-

to two groups of 15 each. The group who are referred to throughou t the study
a s "reservation" based mother s were those who grew up on the reservation and
attended only schools in that ar ea . The se schools were either public, Bure au of
Indian Affair Schools, or parochial schools.

Some of these mothers attended a

Boarding School for a short time in Albuquerque, New Mexico, but had only
Indian contacts other than tea chers.

The second group, referred to as "non-

reservation," were mothers who had all or at least five years of their education
away from the Pueblo in a non-India n culture.

Many of these mothers were

children of a parent who worke d away with the ra ilroad or some other job which
took them into a cultural sy ste m othe r than that of the Pueblo.

All of these

mothers are now living on the r eser va tion and rearing their children there .
The age range of the re ser vat ion based mothers was 28 to 54 years old
with a mean of 38 years.

Non-rese rvation mothers ranged in age from 24 to 42

with a mean of 32 years.

In th e to tal sample, one-half of the mothers worked

either part time or full time.

Five mothers in the reservation group worked

full time, and nine in the non-re se r vation group were employed part or full
time. The occupations include d bo th s killed and unskilled jobs. These will not
be listed so that individual ide ntities a re not revealed, because in a community
of just a few hundred, most people know each other very well and know their
source of e mployment.

Two-th ird s o f the mothers finished high school and
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eight finished at least one year of college.

Two of the reservation based

mothers that had one year of college took their college classes from extension
courses offered by the University of New Mexico.

Professors travel to the

reservation to teach a variety of c las s es in which several of the community mem. bers participate.
After the sample was chos e n, each mother was contacted in person and
an interview was arranged.

The r esearcher interviewed each mother individually

either at her home or pla ce of empl oy ment. A large amount of time was spent
in driving from home to home sin ce s ome were widely spread out across the community.

Time was also consum ed in trying to find people at home.

Three-fourths

of the mothers did not have phones , making it difficult to let them know the arrival time of the interviewer . On ce in the mothers home, the interview took
approximately one and one-half hours.

Some mothers talked more extensively

on the topics than others .
The mothers were interviewed privately when possible, so that they
would feel free to be more candid.

The researcher made the appointments

when the husband would be at work and the children at schoo!'

This was also

a deciding factor in choosing the personal interview method over mailing a
questionnaire.

It was believed tha t the interview would bring a higher return of

response and more open and hones t answers.

The mothers were very cordial in

most cases and seemed willing to a ns wer all questions the best they could.
of the mothers spoke English we ll, s o there were no language barriers.

All

During

the administration of the interview, e mphasis was placed on the fact that there
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were no right or wrong answers, but the mothers own attitude should be
expressed.

Instrument

A modified form of Schroeder's (1960) test measurement was utilized to
collect the data. She developed this test 15 years ago for her comparative study
of child rearing practices of Jemez Pueblo mothers in New Mexico.

It was a

purpose of that study to analyze, within the selected mothers, effects of
additional education and contacts with non-Indian cultures on beliefs and
practices regarding child-rearing during pre-school years. A copy of the
instrument is located in the Appendix. This test instrument is in the form of
a questionnaire and attempts to measure beliefs and practices of the mothers
interviewed relating to child rearing practices in the pre-school years.
Schroeder grouped the responses from the Da vis (1949) study and ca tegories from the Bennett (1948) study for her dissertation instrument.

A ten-

tative questionnaire was then set up by Schroeder using the following categories
as a basis for the question: (1) infancy feeding patterns; (2) toilet training
(3) sleep patterns (4) food patterns of the pre-school child (6) privileges and
responsibilities (8) typical modes of discipline and repression of beha vior and
the emotional reactions involved in these and (9) attitudes of parents toward
"growing up" on the part of the chil d. The tentative questionnaire was then submitted to a selected jury for revisions and approval. Schroeder se lected the
following persons to serve on the jury:
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A former physician in the Indian hospital, Albuquerque,
New Mexico; a pediatrician on the teaching staff, Cornell
Medical Center, New York ; the Chairman of an Anthropology
Department, who was also a former Indian Service Field
Worker; an Indian who was an education specialist; a man who
had spent more than fifty years of living and working with the
Indians. Also on the jury were: a Director of Medical Services,
Albuquerque, New Mexi co; and a former director of Federal
Nursery Schools , New York City. (p. 36)
Since the focus of this study is highly corre lated with Schroeder's, th e same
instrument was very effectual.
made by the researcher.

Some modifications and additions have been

Schroeder's questions were all open ended, which

of course creates some diffi culties in analysis of data.

To cope with this

analysis difficulty , structured responses were employed in the present s tudy
and the responses were coded into these ca tegories.

In addition, the spec ific

respons e of the mothers was also noted for each item. This mode of r ecording
responses then blended objectively with authenticity for each mother.
Another change in th e inventory was the deletion of the categories on
education expectations and father-child relationship. Schroeder's instrument
was very lengthy, so because of the limited time alloted the researcher on the
reservation, several questions were deleted to cut the length of the interviews.
Only the questions which gave a concise overall view of each category were
selected. Also, a few questions wer e added by the researcher.

Those questions

that were added in c luded number 7, 33, 34 , 35, 39, 43 and 45 as listed in the
Appendix.

These questions were intended to further assess acculteration at this

PueLlo by comparing the traditional practices versus the modern. After these
revisions were made, the questionnaire was submitted to a committee for
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further revision and final appro va l.

The committee included two of the re-

searcher's Thesis committee me mbe rs. one an Anthropology Professor at Utah
State University. and the other. a professor in Family and Child Development.
Also included was a man at the P ue blo being studied who was head of the Parent
and Child Development Program a nd an Indian teacher at the Pueblo.

After the

final revision was made. the instrume nt was submitted to the Governor of the
Pueblo for final approval.
The researcher went to the r eservation in November of 1974 and obtained
permission to do the research.

P ermission was also obtained from Schroeder

by telephone to duplicate parts of the instrume nt . The researcher then spent
two weeks commuting to the res erva tion site in New Mexico during which time
she interviewed each of the 30 mothers.

The use of personal interviews was

used in the hope of obtaining a mor e valid study.

Anal YSis of Data

Each questionnaire was given a numerical order and assigned a number to
corre late with the reservation or non-reservation group.

These numbers were

then entered in the proper place on unisort cards which were us ed for tabulating
the data.

A chi-square test was used to de termine the significance of the findings.

Comparisons were made on each ite m between the responses of the two groups of
mothers.

The conclusion included differences at the .05 level of significance.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS

An attempt was made by th e researcher to collect data on present beliefs
and practices of mothers in a Southwe stern Indian Pueblo concerning child
rearing in the pre-school years. The data were collected by personal interviews with mothers of pre-school children at this Pueblo.
The sampling included two groups of mothers with 15 in each group.

One

group was educated on the reser vation and is referred to as the "reservation"
group.

The second group included mothers educated in a non- Indian cultural

environment, and are referred to as "non-reservation" mothers.

Table 1

gives a list of characteristics of th e s ample population.
Each item on the instrume nt was analyzed using the chi-square to determine if there was signifi c nat diffe ren ce between the child rearing practices
of those mothers schooled on the res ervation and the mothers wi th some schooling off the reservation.

Out of the 76 items, only five showed a significant

difference in the responses of the two groups of mothers at the. 05 level.

The

hypothesis that there was not signifi ca nt difference in the early child rearing
practices of those educated on the r eservation and those educated partly in a
non-Indian culture was held a s tenabl e .

This also corroborates Schroeder's

research study in which the r e was no Significant difference between the two groups
of mothers' child rearing practices as r e lated to their education.
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Table 1.

Background characteristi cs of reservation educated and nonreservation educated Pueblo Indian mothers.
Reservation Non-Reservation Total
Educated
Educated

Characteristics

Mother's Education
Finished Elementary School
High School Diploma
1-2 years of College
Bachelors degree

2
11

10

2
21

4

6

o

Mother 's Age
Median Age
Range

38
28-54

24-42

11

14

25

1

2
3

32

24-54

Mothe r's Marital Status
Married
Divorced
Widowed

o

3

Mother's Working Status
Notworking
Part-time employment
Full- time employment

16

10
2

12

To facilitate analysis, the questionnaire was divided into seven areas or
categories of chil d rearing beliefs and practices.
1.

Infant and Pre-School Feeding 2.

and Heal th Practices 4.

These areas included:

Toilet Training Methods 3. Cleanliness

Sleeping Patterns 5.

Modes of Discipline 6. Attitude

of Mothers Toward Child's Growing up, Including His Privileges and Responsibilities and 7.

Maternal expectations for the Ch ild's Furore.
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As the data for each of these areas are presented, it is important tc note
that although the two groups might agree on a question, their unanimity might
not fall into the traditional category of old ways as opposed to the new.

Infant and Pre-School Feeding Practices

The first 11 questions in the study related tc feeding practices of infants
and pre-schoolers.

Out of those 11 questions, only the age at which the baby

was first fed solid foods and the eating schedule of the pre-school child showed
a significant difference between reservation and non-reservation mothers.

The

reservation mothers fed their children solid foods later and allowed more irregular eating patterns of the pre-school child.

However, the chi-square values

for age of weaning from the bottle and how often the baby was fed during the
first year (X

2

=

3.6) approached the level of significance at .05.

The reserva-

tion mothers weaned their children later and fed their children on demand more
often than non-reservation mothers.
The data on method of feeding for the two groups did not differ . However,
it is interesting to note that most of the ch ildren in the two groups were bottle fed
or used a combined breast and bottle feeding.
exclusively breast fed as the means of feeding.

Only three in the entire sample
This finding may indicate a

trend away from the traditional one in which breast feeding was dominant.
finding is unlike Schroeder who found that over 50 percent of the mothers at
Jemez Pueblo breast fed only.

This
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Responses to this question on breast feeding, however , were qualified
by reasons why they did not breast feed.

The most common response indicated

that the mother would have breast fed if she had an adequate milk supply.

Other

responses ranged from the mother's health (on medication or diabetes) to the
husband or mother not wanting her to breast feed.

There were three mothers

who breast fed their first children but not the others.
The length of time that babies were fed by the bottle or breast method
before weaning showed no significant differences for the two groups.

The

statistical value did, however, approach the significant level. The data indicated that more children in the reservation group fed longer than 24 months.
While in the non-reservation group, more children were weaned before 12
months of age.

The sample groups were similar in their responses to the way

weaning was done.

One- third in each group preferred weaning the child sharply

while the other two-thirds gradually wea ned the child.
unanimity falls more into the traditional ca tegory.

On this question, their

Half of the mothers who

weaned their child sharply said they sent them to the home of a grandmother
or relative for a few days. Schroeder (1960) also found this type of weaning
practice common in her study of Jemez Indians.

Dennis (1940) reported this

practice to be common among the Hopi, and also the practice of putting red chili
on the breast.

That practice was not mentioned by this sample. One mother

indicated that her husband used another traditional way of weaning.
and caught a maie cottontail rahbit a nd had the baby kiss it.

He went out

This practice is

used because it is believed that the rabbit promotes weaning at a very young age.
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Table 2. The age at which mothers first fed baby solid food s .
Reservation
Educated

Non- Reservation
Educated

Both

1-6 months
6-12 months
More than 12 months
Tota l
X

2

17

9

-.!

~

4

15

15

30

Significant at .05

= 6.84

Table 2 indi cates age at which the baby was first fed solid food, and
s hows a significant difference at the. 05 level.

The reservation mothers

introduced their children to solid foods at a later age than the non-reservation
mothers, thus encouraging longer dependence on the breast or bottle. This reinforces the trend found in weaning in wh ic h the reservation children were weaned
later.
The two sample groups were simi lar in their responses to what food they
would not give the baby under one year.

These included such foods as hot c hili ,

raw fruits, beans or hard to swallow foods.
gave their children all solid foods.
their babies.

Six mothers responded that they

These mothers a lso chewed the food for

It appears logi cal to assume then, that because the food is chewed

for the baby, it is more readily digestable.

The data show that one-thi r d of

reservation mothers chewed food for the baby while in the non-reservation group,
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two-thirds chewed it.

This appears to be an area where the groups are to-

gether in a slight transition away from the traditional practice.

In view of

other information it seems inconsistent that non-reservation mothers were
more traditional here.

Table 3.

Frequency and style of infant feeding during the first year.

Reservation
Educated
Fed on demand, when hungry
or cried
Fed at cer tain times only
Total

12
_3
15

3.6

Non- Reservation
Educated

Both
Groups

..Jl.

19
11

15

30

Not significant at .05

\-\1h ile Table 3 data show no Signi fi cant difference in how often the baby
was fed during the first year, it is noted that this item approached the significance level (X

2

= 3.6).

The feeding trend of the reservation group was

more permissive with most of the infants, being fed whenever hungry . There
seemed to be a shift in the non-reservation group toward a scheduled feeding at
certain times only. Schroeder's (1960) research found that both of her groups
fe d their ch ildren more on demand.

Additionally, this researcher found that

most babies in both groups were held when fed and usually fed by the mother
or sometimes a combination of the mother, father, and grandparents.
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The children's eating schedule as pre-schoolers showed a significant
difference as indicated in Table 4.
meal time.

Most children ate with the family at regular

However, four of the reservation group of children ate whenever

they were hungry or on demand scheduling.

Although there were few significant

differences in this area of eating frequency of the pre-schoolers, the findings
point to more permissiveness in the reservation group. They were generally
less demanding in areas of feeding practices than the non-reservation group in
which all children were fed on a regular schedule.

Table 4. Eating schedule of the pre-school child.
Reservation
Educated

Non- Reservation Bo th
Educated
Groups

Eats with family at a
regular mealtime

11

15

26

Eats on demand whenever
hungry
Total

....!

-2.

4

15

15

30

~ = 4.62

Significant at .05

Toilet Training Methods

Items in this area of toilet training dealt with the training practices of
mothers with their pre-schoolers. The three areas assessed were the age
training began, the method used, and bed wetting habits.
items was found to be significant at .05 level.

One out of these three
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Tab le 5 s hows the comparison of the age at whi c h the two groups of
mothers began toilet training their ch ildren. A sign ifi cant difference was
indicated.

Th ere was a noticeable increase in the number of reservation

children starting toilet training after 12 months old. Data indicated three of
thes e child ren not starting until later than 24 months, hence the reservation
group was more permissi ve in the age at which toilet training began.

Table 5.

The age at which the chi ld began toilet training.
Reservation
Educated

Non- Reservation Both
Educated
Groups

12 months or earlier
13 months or more
Tota l

x?

= 4.66

6
14

...1

~

15

15

30

Significant at . 05

The method by which toilet training was done s how s no statistical significance level.

Most reservation mothers took the child to the bathroom wh eneve r

the c hild wanted to go, or when they thought they nee ded to go .

By co ntra st,

more non-reservation mothers took the chi ld to the bathroom at regularized
time s such as after eating or in the morning and eve ning.
Responses to the question which read, ''What do you do to cure bed wetting after the child is five years old?" were simil ar.

The r esponses includ ed

ta king the child to a doctor, letting them grow out of it naturally, restricting
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the child from drinking liquid in the eve ning , and getting the child up in the
night to go to the bathroom. It is inte resting to note that Dennis reported
a ritual that the Hopi child goes through if he has the problem of enuresis.
None of the mothers in this study indicated such a practice in their Pueblo.
In summary, the finding s of the research in the toilet training area show

some s ignificant differences. The rese rvation group were less struc tured in
the ir toilet training practice s.

By co ntra st non-reservation mothers were more

demanding of their chi ldren in areas of toilet training. The findings discussed
once again support Schroeder 's data in which Jemez non-reservation mothers
were more demanding in toilet training whereas the reservation mothers were
more permissive.

Health and Cleanliness Practices

The s ix questions on hea lth practices show no signifi cant differences betw ee n mothers schooled on the reservati on and the non-res erva tion moth e rs
who were exposed to a dominant non-Indian culture.

The bathing schedules of

the infants varied in both group s with th e mother usually bathing the child.
Sometimes the grandmother or fath er took ove r the task.

The trend away from

the tradition of wrapping half of the baby with a blanket while washing the other
ha lf seems to be dimini s hing among both groups . One possible exp lanation is
that more of the home s on the reserva tion have central he a ting now , and this
might lessen the need to keep the baby wrapped and warm while bathing it.
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The other items attempted to measure health practices o f the mothers
when one of her children was sick. There wer e only slight varia tions between
the two groups on what health measures we r e taken when a child was s ic k.
In most cases these differences were not grea t e nough to be mea sureable .
Health records indicated that when a child was ill , both groups relied heavily
upon the clini c doctor or nurse.

In the case o f minor illnes s, most mothers

preferred to treat the chil d at home.

There wer e two mothers in each group

who took their ch ildren to the medi cine man and one mothe r who took her child
to the grandmother for treatment.

Both groups of mothers vo ic ed the same

opinion, that in case of major illness the ir child should be taken to the clin ic or
hospital.
tor.

In the non-reservation group, four mothers prefe rred a private doc-

They believed the cli ni c was not up to standard and did not trust the staff

there with major illnesses.
In s umm a r y, the bathing schedule a nd the way it was done varied only
slightly between mothers in both groups . Many mothers bathed their infa nt
e very day or every oth er day . Mothers in both groups relied pri marily on the
loca l clini c to care for their sick child.

Respo nse to some of the items wer e

divided but no significant difference between the two groups was observed.

Sleeping Patterns of Infants
and the Pre-School Child

This section attempted to measure the trend of infant and pre-school
s leep ing patterns as compared between the reservation and non-reserva tion
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mothers.

None of the items in this area proved to be significantly different at

the.05 level. Some general differences wer e noticeable though.

The findi ngs

show t',at two-thirds ofthe mothers i:n these two groups had their childre n go to
bed at a regular time.

One-third of the sample 's children had a more irregu-

lar sleep ing pattern, going to bed whenever they wanted.

Two mothers in the

reservation group said their children would often wait and go to bed when the
paren ts did.
If the baby cried at night, the mothe r s had var y ing methods of quieting

them.

Ther e was no Significant difference between the two groups of mothers

on th is item.

Most of the mothers quieted the child with food and/or water with

a few changing their diap er or cradling the m.
difference on this question.

Schroeder reported a Signifi cant

Th e reservation g roup in her study were almost

a lways given food a nd/or water on awakening at night , while children in the
non-reser vation group were usua ll y rocked or patted back to s leep .
Two mothers in the reservation group put the baby in bed with them
when it cried.

All of the children in both gr oups took a nap when s mall with

two- thirds of them stopping when they started school.

Four of the mo the rs said

the ir children were still taking naps (at age seven) on the weekends.

The r e was

no Significant difference in com paring the two groups on this practice.
There we re nine mothers in the reservatio n group that used the cradle
board, and 11 of the non- r eservation mothe rs used it. The length of time in
years that the mothers used the cradle boa rd va ried.
10 did not use a cradle boar d.

Out of the 30 mothers,

This shows that two-thirds of the sample sti ll
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fall into the traditional category of using cradle boards.

Although there was

no statistical differe nce, it is important to note that the mothers in the
reservation group used the cradle board to put the child in for a longer period
of time, so me from 2 to 3 years. Whereas non-reservation usually stopped
using the cradle board at one to two year s afte r the child was born. Schroeder
(1960) reported a significant difference in her data.

She found that more babies

in the r eser vation group were cradled , and cr adle d more months than were the
babies in the non-reservation group.
There was no indi cation of a Significant difference in the regularity of
bedtime ri tuals when comparing the two groups.

The re were four more of the

non-reservat ion group in the sample that had r egular bedtime rituals than the
reservation group.

Th ere was also no Signifi cant difference in the actual type

o f bedtime rituals.

The non-reservation mothers did read and sing to their

c hildren more often.

The two groups of mothers indicated that both Indi a n

songs and non-Indian songs were sung , while a small number of mo th e r s sa id
that Indian stories were told along with o the r stories .

Modes of Disc ipline

As the data for this category were ana lyzed, some significant finding s
emerged in the sct of questions on discip line.

A co mpari son of the two groups

concerning the pe rson who takes the major responsibility for the child's behavior
a nd welfare was net at the Sign ificant level. However, it approaches that level
(X

2

= 6.74 ) a nd shows some interesting trends .

In the non-reservation group,
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half of the mothers had the major responsibility and four shared the responsibility between both parents.

Two indicated that the responsibilty was shared

by both parents and grandparents.

Reservation mothers' answers were spread

out over all these with two mothers saying the grandparents were the final
authority.

Schroeder (1960) noted a Significant difference in this area in which

most of the reservation mothers took the major responsibility for the welfare
and behavio r of their children.

Table 6.

The person taki ng final author ity in rna tters pertaining to the
child's behavior
Reservation
Educated

Father assumes final
author ity
Mother assumes final
authority
Grandparents assume fin al
authority
Both parents s hare the
final authority
Total
2
X = 14.62

Non- Reservation
Educated

Both
Groups

3

8

11

10

2

12

0

15

15

30

Significant at .05

The most significant difference which occurred in this research was th e
question ask ing who the final authority was in matters perta ining to the c hilds
beha vior.

As presented in Table 6, the non-reservation mothers stated that the

father of the c hild most often had final a uthority.

Five mothers in this group
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said both parents had to share the responsi bility of final authority.
disagreement between groups was exp r essed here .

The greatest

The reservation mothers

were strongly in fa vor of the mother assuming final authority.

Only three stated

th e father should assume final author ity and two stated the grandparents should
assume it.

This gives evidence that the reservation group of mothers still s up-

port the more traditional matriarchal order of their pueblo . This findin g diffe r s
from Schroeder who found a larger pe r ce ntage of fathers assuming the final
authority, although there was no signi fi cant statisitical differenc e in her data.
Both sample groups responded the same when asked if a differe nce is expected be twee n boys and g irl s in the pre-sc hool years.
fe rence in the behavior of boys and girls.

Most expected no dif-

A few expected girls to behave better

saying "that had been their experience in their own families. " One moth e r felt
that eac h person is taught differently according to th e ir role in school a nd other
activ iti es . Schroeder found no difference here with 60 percent of th e mothers
expec ting no difference and 36 percent expecting gir ls to behave better.

She

found th es e results to be equall y expected in both groups.
Both groups were again in agree me nt on the age at which a ch ild is considered to be r es ponsible for hi s behavior and so punished for una cce ptable behavior.

It is noted that one-third of the mothers in each group believed that the

c hild s hould not be responsible until seven or older.

Schroeder found a s ig-

nificant differen ce on thi s item with non-res e rvation children held r es ponsible
for their be ha vior a t an earli er age than th e reservation group .
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Responses shown in Table 7 s howing who usually punishes the child substantiates the question of who takes the final authority.

Again it was found that

in the reservation group, th e mother more often assumed this responsibility
of child punishment.

In the non-re servation group, the father more often took

the responsibility for punishing the child . Although there was not a significant
differe nce , the value approa ched t he s ignificance level

(~

moth er s said they did not us e any form of punishment.

This was not in agree-

= 5.84).

Two

ment with their next response in whi c h they expressed a form of punishment
used.

Only one mother said he r brother punished the child. Another mother

said it used to be the child's un cle who reprimanded the children, but the children usually would not listen anymor e to the uncle.
reports by Eggan (1950),

~biting

This differs greatly from

e t a l., (1970) and Dennis (1940) on the differ-

ent Pueblos which all referred to the maternal uncle as a major disciplinarian
of the child.
The methods of punishm ent we r e varied among both samples.

In the non-

reservation group , spanking or s co lding and talking to the child were the most
commonly used methods of punishme nt.

Schroeder found in her sample that

this group used deprivation as the most common method of punishment.

The

reservation mothers in this study use d many different forms of punishment with
only three mothers us ing spanking as a me thod of discipline.

Schroeder found

the opposite to be true with span king a nd s colding being the most common form
of punishment in he r g r oup.
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Both groups gave two-thirds of the ir support to the belief that a child
should be punished in front of family only or alone.

There were three in each

group that said a child should be punished immediately for his wrong actions
whether it be in front of family or strangers.

There seemed to be more dis-

agreement expressed in this area of discipline by the two groups, with reservation mothers more often giving what would be considered the traditiona l response.

Attitudes of Mothers Toward the Child's Growing up,
Including his Privileges and Responsibilities

There was a significant difference between the two groups of mothers in
response to where the child was growing up.

The data shown in Table 7 indicates

that non-reservation children were all grow ing up in their parent's home with
o nly one exception.

This child was growing up in his grandmother'S home.

The

mothers in the reservation group reported half of the children were growing up
in the home of their maternal grandmother.
again to the matrilineal household.

This shows a high affiliation once

It might be noted that some of the grand-

parents did live next door or with the fami ly.
Responses to the statement which read, "It is not wise or proper for a
child while growing up to be influenced by grandparents" are summarized in
Table 8 . The two groups of women substantiate that grandparents do indeed
playa Significant part in the child rearing practices.

There we r e three mothers

who said that it was good for grandparents to iniluence the ch ild in some ways,
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but not all ways.

It may be that the way this question was worded prevented

clear and objective answers, thus, being an equivoca l point.

Table 7.

The home in which the Pueblo Indian child is being reared.
Reserva lion
Educated

Non- Reservation Both
Educated
Groups

Mother's parents home

8

Parents home
Tota)

15

22

15

30

Significant at .05

6.14

Tabl e 8.

14

Responses to the statement "It is not wise or proper for a c hild while
growing up to he influen ced by grandparents . "
Reservation
Educated

Non- Reservation
Educated

True

Both
Groups
5

12

False
Good to be inDue need in some
ways but not all
Total
.72

10

22

1

2

3

15

15

30

No t sign ificant at .05
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The age at which the children in both groups developed the skills described in Table 9 showed no significant difference.
the medians differing only on some skills.

The answers varied with

The median shows non-reservation

children appeared to learn to dress, bathe, and feed themselves a little later
than reservation children.

There was some discrepancy here between these

findings and the more permissive trend of reservation mothers on other
question responses.

Reservation children did have a later median age of lear-

ning to wash their hands and face without help.

Schroeder found in her Jemez

study that children of the non-reservation mothers walked alone at an earlier
age than children in the reservation group.

There appeared to be no Significant

relationship in the study between the age at which a child walked and whether
or not he was raised on a cradle board. Dennis (1940) also found no relationship
between these two when studying Hopi children.

Table 9 .

Age ranges at which various developmental skills were achieved.
Rese rvation Non- Reservation
Educated
Educated
Median Range Median Range

Child learned to dress
himself
Child learned to tie shoes
Learned to button front
buttons
'Nash hands and face
Bath himself without help
Feed himself an entire meal
Learn to walk
1

4

5
3
1/2

2-6

Both Groups
Median Range

2-6

4

2-6

3-7
3-6

3-6
3- 6

5
5

3- 7
3-6

2-6
4
3-8
6
2-5
4
mo.-2 11/2 9

2-6
4 1/2
4-7
5 1/2
2-6
3
mo. -11/2 11/2

5

2-6
3- 8
2-6
8 mO.-2
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There was no significant difference in the response to the item focusing
on the emergence of developmental skills in boys and girls.

The anwers of

the mothers were mixed as indicated in Table 10, with some in each group feeling there was no difference in the development of these skills.
each group believed that girls learn faster.

Two-fifths of

Only two mothers in the reserva-

tion group felt that boys developed faster in these skills. They emphasized that
this had been their experience, but it could vary from family to family.

Table 10.

The belief of mothers con cerning difference in the development
of skills in boys and girls.
Reservation
Educated

Non- Reservation
Educated

Both
Groups

Girls learn faster
Boys learn faster

12
2

0

_2_

2

4

15

30

2

No difference

12

No response
Total
X

2

2.34

15

Not significant at .Ofi

The data on the age at which a child was able to assume certain respons ibilities showed no significant differences.

The items were then set up on a range

level and median. This revealed som e noticeable differences.

As the chi-

square test was set up on these items, some of the cell sizes were large.
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Because of this and the small sample size, the values were small.

For this

reason, Table 11 was set up to help further illustrate the data on responsibilities.

Table 11. Age range and median at which a child assumed certain responsibilities alone as perceived by mothers.
Reservation
Educated
Median Range
Go to the field alone
Attended Ceremonial dances
at the Pueblo
Visit the house of a relative
within the Pueblo
Stay away from home for
a meal alone
Stay away overnight
Stay overnight and a longer
period of time
Play after sundown at will
Play with other children with
out adult supervision
Stay in house alone if adult
is away a short time
Take care of a younger c hild

Non Reservation
Educated
Median Range

4

3-6

5

3-6

6

5-9

7

3-9

6

baby-7

baby-7

baby-S
baby-S

baby-7
baby-S

Both Groups
Median Range
3-6
6

3-9

baby-7
6
6

baby-S

1/ 2 still could not by age 7
OUl of the total sample, only 2 could
4-8

4-7

4-8

4-8

7-15

6-12

5

4-8

8

6-15

Table 11 presents the median and range of ages at which certain responsibilities were assumed by the children.

There were no significant differences

between the groups at which age the chi ld assumed certain responsibilities alone.
However, looking at median ages, there are some differences but no definitie
patterns.

Reservation children assumed some responsibilities ear l i.er than the
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non-reservation childre n , but some responsibilities were assumed later than
the non-reservation children. There is no consistent trend as opposed to
Schroeder who found that later assumption of behavior responsibilities were
expected by the reservation mothers.
Every child was found to have an Indian name.

Although there were

some mothers who commented that they did not remember the name . The
India n tradition of extending sibling terms to parallel cousins such as "b r othe r"
or "s ister" was still practiced by many in each group . Ten in the reservation
group reported using these terms , and seven of the non-reservation mothers
used sibling terms in referring to cousins.

Although there was no s ignifican t

difference, the data showed that there were more of the reservation based
group still using these terms.

Thi s agai n reflec ts the practice of the matri-

archa l kinship structure.
The teaching o f Indian songs, da nces, and legends varied greatly .
Children in both groups were taught the lege nds most often by their grandpa rents .
There we r e three fathers in the non-reservat ion group who did tea c h t hese to the
c hildren.

Only half of each gro up were taught Indian songs by their grandparents

and o ne- thi rd of the grandparents taught the c hildren Ind ian dances.

Both g roups

seemed to rely more on the fath er or the e lementary school for teaching dances.
At least three or fou r mother s r eporting in each of these three areas of lege nds,
dances , and songs, sa id these were not taught to their children by anyone.
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Maternal Expectations for the Child's Future

No significant differences were found in the mothers expectations for
their c hild's future .

There was a wide range of answers, which suggested some

interesting projections by moth ers.
After reflecting seriously on the question of marriage, as presented in
Table 12, more than half of the mothers in the sample said they would be
happiest if their child married an Indian of their own tribe and stayed at their
Pueblo village.

One of each group hoped their child would marry an Indian, but

did not care from which tribe.

The rest said they definitely wanted the child to

make hi s own decision and would be happiest with that decision.

One mother

expressed the concern that the child should be old enough to make a wise decision.
Another mother in the sample wanted her child to marry an Indian, but strongly
hoped they would live off the reservation in a white community .

It is interesting

to note that this mother had much of her educatio n in a non-Indian culture.

Table 12.

Mother's marital expeclations for their c hildren.
Reservation
Educated

Mother would be happiest if her child
married a member of hi s own
tribe and lived in the Pueblo

10

Mother would be happi est if her child
made his own decision

4

Other (Marry Indian of any tribe, etc .)
2
Total
X ~ 1.26

1
15

Non- Reservation
Educated

Both
Groups

17
6
2
15
Not significant at .05

10
~

30
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As the mothers thought back to their ow n childhood and compared the way
thei r mother raised them with the way they are rearing their family, most beli eved that they are rearing their children differently.
gi ve n for the differences.

Many reasons were

Most of these answers cente r ed around the point

that c hildren ha ve many more material things now and learn more be cause of
such innovations as television and cars which give the child much more exposure
to the world.

Fi ve reservation mothers believed that they allowed their c hildren

more freedo m a nd less respon sibi lity than their mothers did.

The non-reserva-

ti on group had nine moth ers who expressed thi s belief. Taking the oppos ite view
were three mothers who bel ieved tha t th ey were raising their children more
strictly than their mother di d.

It is worth noting that only one mother in the

s a mple expresse d the sentim e nt that she was reared in the old Indian ways and
cus toms and that he r children are not being reared that way.

It may be that

th e r e were other mothers who a lso were . Another mother said that the only
diffe r e nce in child rearing practices prese ntl y initiated is the fa ct that her
mother is now deceased and she does not obta in immediate assistan ce on chi ldhood practices, but she tri es to do as her mother would have done.

All but two

of the mothers bcli eve d that thc Indian way was c hanging at least in some
respe cts on thc r e servation .
The beli ef that their chi ldren could still li ve the Indian way with so me
changes taking place was co mm only expre ssed by many mothers . Table 13
summarizes these beliefs.

Most mothers could see changes but hope d their

c hildre n would learn to preserve some of the Indian culture and way of life .
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Table 13.

Maternal expectations for ch ildrens continuence in the old
Indi a n ways.
Reservation
Educated

Want child to continue or go
back to th e Indian way
2

Want children to take the best
from both the Indian and th e
white man's way

X

4

3

Want childre n to choose Indian or
white way according to their
own choi ce
Total

2

15

Both
Groups

16

8

Don 't want children to go back
to th e Indian way

2

Non- Reservation
Educated

6

2

4

15
Not signi ficant at .05

30

Some e xpressed this de sire with the hope that their child, while prese rving the
c ulture could also learn how to survive i n a white man's world .

Four of the

mothers did not want th e chil dren to go back to the old Indian ways.

One feeling

that was preva lent am ong all moth ers was the desire to tea ch their children to
be proud th ey were an Indian.

Th e a nsw e rs varied in both groups of mother s

with no significant differe nce.

Summary

This study of the cha racteri s ti cs a nd traits of traditional versus nontraditional child rearing pra c tices was undertaken to assess similarities and
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contrasts of child rearing patterns among two groups of Indian mothers.
basic hypotheses was not rejected.

The

In the sample selected, there was no

significant difference between the two groups of Indian mothers as related to
education and child rearing practi ces.

These are the findings which emerged

in each ca tegory .
1.

Reservation educated mothers were generally more permissive in

areas of feeding practices than the non-reservation educated group in which
mothcrs were more demanding .
2.

The non-reservation educate d mothers were more structured in their

toilet training practices.

By contrast, reservation educated mothers were

more permissive with their children and toilet trained them later than the nonreservation group.
3. In comparing the two groups, no significant differences were found
in clean liness or health practices.

Mothers in both groups relied primarily on

the local clinic to care for their childre n's health needs.
4 . None of the items in the area of sleeping patterns of infants and the
pre- school child proved to be significantly different.

Some of the ch ildren in

each group had less structured sleeping patterns, c hoosing to go to bed when
they wished.
5. In regard to mode s of discipline, there were signifi cant areas of
difference . Reservation educated mothers leaned toward the traditional maternal extended family pattern, whereas in the non-reservation educated group
the father assumed the main authority more often or the mother and father were
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seen as eq ual partners of authority.

Dis Ciplining by the maternal unc le was

rarely mentioned.
6.

Concerning the child's growing up, including his privileges and

responSibilities, more of the childre n in the reservation educated group lived in
their maternal grandmother's hom e.

This once again sholVs the reservation

ed ucated group focusing more on the matrilineal household.
7.

The expectancies of the mother toward the child's future showed no

significant difference.

All expressed the opin ion that changes were occurring on

the reservation, but most hope d their child 1V0uid preserve some of the Indian
culture and feel proud to be an India n.
lt should be noted that Schroeder had a much greater percentage of
significant items.

This study showed only a small number of significant items

thus suggesting that the two groups o f mothers have become more similar in
their child rearing processe s over the past 15 years .

It would appear then

that the assimilation process is having some affect on the child rearing pra cti ces of Pueblo mothers.

However, these findings could indicate a trend by

more educated mothers back to the traditional child rearing practices.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

American Indians ha ve a past history of adapting to obvious aspects of
the pluralistic American culture s ystem. However, history shows that Pueblo
Indian s have been one of the most successful groups in resisting assimilation.
Smith (1969) suggested this in her book New Mexico Indians.
It is impossible to state the degree to which
the New Mexico Indians today have accepted, rejected,
or modified their traditional way of life. Items of
material culture are usually accepted readily, while
attitudes and values , religious and social systems are
more resistant to change . . . Those groups such as the
Pueblos, where religious s ystems and socia l organizations have retained their vitality, are most resistant to
change. (p. 4)
In every culture , there are certain practices and beliefs conce rning the
rearing of ch ildren.

This study was launched in an effort to learn what a

Southwestern Ind ian group of mothers pract iced in relation to c hild rearing
practices in the pre-school years.

This research was a comparative study

between two groups of mothers and was undertaken to obtain information regarding the sim ilariti es and differences of the two Indian groups of mothers .
The reservation group mothers were reservation based and attended only
schools within that area.

The non - reservation group of moth ers had all, or

at least five years of their schooling away from the reservation in a non-Indian
culture.

These two groups of mothers were compared in an attempt to determine
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the degree to which Southwestern Pueblo mothers have been affected by their
e ducation in a non- Indian culture as related to child rearing practices in the
pre-school.

Specifically, the study tested the hypothesis that there is no

significant difference in the early child rearing practices of mothers educated
on the reservation and those mothers educated off the reservation in a nonIndian c ulture .
In some Southwestern Pueblo tribes there is a definite void of studies
showing influences which culture exerts on the early developing Indian child.
The lack of research on child rearing practices of some Pueblo Indians makes
it difficult to determine the manner and degree to which pluralistic values of

the greater American Society are influencing family life and c hild rearing patterns of the Pueblo Indians.

It is believed that this study has been a significant

contribution on child rearing practices among Pueblo Indians .
The sample chosen for study was selected from the 1972-1973 community
school records.

The mothers were randomly selected from the three kinder-

garten classes.

Half of these mothers were in the "reservation" group and

the other half were the "non-reservation mothers." The mothers were each
interviewed at home or their place of em pl oyment by the r esearcher during
November, 1974. The test instrument utilized to co llect data was a modified
form of Schroeder's (1960) test measurement.

The questionnaire was divided

into seven basic categories measuring various aspects of child rearing patterns.
After the interviews were completed,
data of the two groups of mothers.

:!

chi -square analYSis was made on the

Out of 76 items, only five showed a
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signi ficant difference at th e. 05 level.

Therefore, the hypotheses which stated

th at there is no s ign ificant difference in the early ch ild rearing practi ces of
mothers educated on the reserva tion and those mothers educated in a nonIndi an c ulture that have returned to the reservation to raise their family co uld
not be rejected.
Schroeder's (1960) exploratory study of 15 years ago on beliefs a nd
practices of Jemez Pueblo Indi ans of New Mexico pertaining to child rearing
in the pre-school years in relation to the educa tional status of the mothers
served as a co mpara ti ve base for this resear c h.

This study is similar to hers

in methodology and purpose and was adapted from the research which Shroeder
did.

It should be noted that the Pueblo where this study was condu cted is not

Jemez, although many of its chara cter istics are comparable. In he r s tudy,
20 of 97 variables were sign ificant at the . 05 level of significance. The majority
of differehces were not significant, but data indi ca ted strong trends in some
areas toward c hanges in child rearing practices related to educational backgro und
of the mothers.

The items that Shroeder found to be significantly different in

her study which relate to this research a re co mpared as follows:
1.

Babies in the non-reservation group were weaned from the breast

and from th e bottle a t an ea rlie r age than babies in the reser vat ion group, whieh
i s similar to the findings of this r esearch.

However , Schroede r had over 50 per-

ce nt of the mothers breast feeding on ly while this research only had three in
the enti re sample who breast fed only .
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2.

Toilet training was begun earlie r with children in the non-reservation

group which also concurred with the findings of this study.
3.

More babies in the reserva tion group were cradled, and were

c radled for more months than were the babies in the non-reservation group.
This research found no Sign ifi cant difference in the number of babies cradled
in the two groups, however, the r ese rvation babies averaged a l onger cradling
time in number of months.
4.

Children in the reservation group had no diet restriction after the

second birthday, bu t were permitted to eat anything they wanted of the available
food.

The non-reservation group was somewhat stricter in their diet wh i ch

was also true of this study.
5.

Most of the reservation mothers took the major responsibility for

the wclfare and behavior of the chi Idren.

This was a lso found to be true in th is

researc h w ith the non-reservation group having the father or both parents
mutually taking
G.

t~e

responsibility.

The non-reservation children in both stud ies were he ld responsible

for their behavior at an earlier age than the reservat ion c hildre n.
As with Schroeder's findin gs, there were some trends which persisted in
certa in parts of this study, cven though there were few sign ific ant differences
statistically.

Ilese rvation mothers tended to be more permissive in some areas.

The c h ildren in this group were weaned and toilet trained later.
cradle board longer and learned to walk later.
pcrmiss i veness in eating and sleeping patterns.

Some were on a

There also seemed to

ne

mOJ:e

Schroeder found the sam e to
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be true in her study of J e mez mothers.

Permissiveness reflects the more

traditional chi ld rearing practices of Pueblo Indians.
On the data concerning when the child assumed various responsibilities
and skills, the re was no pervas s i ve trend.

Reservation children were later in

learning some skills and respo nsibili ties than non-reservation children , but
earlier on others.
In the reservation group , the mother assumed the final authority more
often, and generally followed the traditional maternal extended family pattern.
In the non-reservation group the father assumed authority more often, or

shared it equally with the moth er .
It was found in this study, as in Sc hroeder 's study of Jemez mothers,

that many Indian children from thi s Southwestern tribe have experien ced longer
reliance o n their mothe r , more perm iss iveness in eating, sleeping, and toilet
training habits, and some responsibilities.

Discussio n

There were a number of design limitations wh ich the reader may want to
consider.

The sample size was relatively small which was a limiting factor

in ana lyzing the results.

Howeve r, so me very Significant patterns were found

in spite of the sample size which is ev ide nt by th e data in the findings.
Another variable to con sider is that some of the more educated Indians
or thos e who were schooled in a non- Indi a n culture mal' ha ve chosen not to returr.
to the reservation to raise their famil y.

Therefore, a totally representative
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samp le may not have been available.

There are various reasons why the Indians

do not return to the reservation after their edu ca tion . Sometimes after finishing
sc hool, Indians stay on at a uni versity and teach.

One Indian girl said she hoped

to help he r Indian peop le by working th r o ugh te aching in the Indian studies prog r a m a t a University.

Often th e urhan life is more inviting with more employ-

ment oppo rtunitie s and pe rhaps more mater ia l co mforts.

Some marry a spouse

from a noth er area, thu s not returnin g to the reservation.

The r e are many

reaso ns why some of the Pu eblo Indians do not return to raise a famil y on the
reservation.
Out of the sa mple size available, most mothers seemed to give honest
a nd ca ndid answers to the interviewer.

However, as the evidence was examined,

it appears that a few individuals may not have been candid on ite ms 17 and 18

whi c h pertained to the medi c ine man.

This category dealt indirectly with

s piritual beliefs a nd for this rea son it was harder to obtain honest respo nses
from a few mothers.

However, it is be lieved that most mothers were ho nes t

on this a nd other questions.

Th e researche r tried to refrain from asking

questions about the Indian r e ligi on becall se of the sacredness involved and
r esp ec t for the Indian moth er's private beliefs.

It was, there for e, very difficult

to view the total child rearing pra ctices in perspective as related to Indi an
religion . This is a very integrate d part of the ir child rearing prac tic es.
It appears from this study that those Indian mothers schooled in a non-

Indian c ulture hli ve taker. on some of the more structured prlictices of th e
non-Indian culture to which they were expo sed.

However, this re searcher
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stro ngly agrees with Hallowe ll (19 25 ) who sa id , as found in McNickle (1973)
that "change occurs without oblitera ting personality structure.

Indians remain

Indi a ns not by refusing to accept change or to adapt to a c hangin g environment,
but by selecting out of available choices those alternatives that do not impose
a substitute identity." (p. 110) Therefore, even though these mothers have
taken on some new c hild rearing practices, they might still be teaching their
children the Indian religion or other Indian values.
Most of the mothers in this study believed that there were differences in
the way they a re raising their children and the way their mother raised them.
It would be interesting to do the same study with the mothers of those involved

in this sample.

It seems obvious that there would be some c hanges found in

th e bas ic child rearing practices between the two generations.

There have been

some dominant influences and changes withi n all c ultures since World War II.
These influences have entered into many families regardless of education.
This might be a cons id eration as the findings of this research are analyzed.
Perhaps some of the similarities and differences found in this study are more
a reflection of generational change than educa tional status.
However , this researcher believes as Deloria (1970) that "in spite of
the vas t differences between generations, Pueblos have been ab le to maintain a
se ns e of tribal purpose and solidarity , and developments are undertaken by the
consensu s of all the people of the community." (p. 28)
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Suggestions for Further Study

The following suggestions for furt her study are r ecommended:
1.

mothers.

This study focused on the ch ild rearing practices of one generation of
A meaningful study could be done to compare the child rearing

practices of two or even three genera tions of mothers.
2 . It would be of value to carry out a similar study of those Indian
mothers who did not return to the reservation after their non-Indian oriented
education.

Perhaps even furth er investigation might show why they did not

return.
3. Another suggestion for further research might be to take a survey
of e le mentary school teachers and their conceptions about Indian ch ildren.

It

would be interesting to find out how much of what educators teach young children
about Indian children is myth or fact.
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APPENDIX

EDUCATION HISTORY OF THE MOTHER
Mother
Age
# of Children_ __
Occupation
Ma rital Status,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
Education: Tota l years attended school
From_ _ _ To _ _ _ Age last attended'----::---::-_--::-_ _ _ _ __
Mission School From
To
Grad.
Age
C.D. Cr.:.._ _ _ __
Government Day School From
To
Grad.
Age
C.D. Cr. _ _ _ __
Albuquerque Ind. Ed. School From
To
Grad.
Age
C.D. Cr. _ _ __
Sante Fe Indian Ed. School
From
To
Grad.
Age
C.D. Cr. _ _ _ __
Other
From
To
Grad.
Age
C.D. Cr. _ _ _ __
University or Co llege
From
To
Grad.
Age
C.D. Cr. _ _ __
Other
From
To
Grad.
Age
C.D. Cr. _ _ __
Languages _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Spoken

Read

Written,_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Children (youngest first)
Age
1. _______________________________________________

2. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
3.
4.
5. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
6.

7. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
8.
Why did the mother go to an outside school? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
How extensively d id the mother assoc iate with non-Indians
at school?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
at. home?
Other conlme n~ts----------------------------------------

en

0>
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BELIEFS AND PRACTICES RELATION TO CHILD REARING

lvlother__________________________________ lvlother's Age,___________________
C h il d,___________________________ Child is,___ _ _ Of,_____...:c hildr e n
C h iI ds B i r thda te,_________________________ C hild' s Age,__________________
lvlother's Ie vel and type of edu ca tion,________________________________________

In every cu lture there are certain practices a nd be liefs conce rning the
rearing of children. In your culture, some of these be lie fs a nd pr ac ti ces have
persisted for centuries. \\ 'e desire to understand yo ur own beli efs and practices
in order to learn what the mothers of your P ueblo believe and practice in r e la tion
to child rearing in the pre-school years.

INFANT AND PRE-SCHOOL FEEDING
1.

By what method was the baby fed?
A, Breast fed only
R Bottle fed only
C. Breast and bottle fed

2.

For what leng th of time was the baby fed by thi s me thod?
A. 1- 12 months
B. 13 - 24 months
C, lvlore than 24 months

3,

At what age was the baby weaned from th is suck ling dev ice?
A. Earlier than 12 months
B. 12-24 months
C. Later than 24 months

4.

Was the weaning done
A. Sharply?
B. Gr adually?
C. As a combination of the above two?

5.

At what age was the baby fed first solid food?
A. 1-6 months
B. 6-12 months
C. 12-1 8 months
D. 18-24 months
E. lvlore than 24 months
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6.

What food from the table would you not give a baby under one year old?

7.

Did you chew food for the baby? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

8.

How often was the baby fed during the first year?
A. When hungry (when cried)
B. At certain times only

9.

During the first year, was the ch ild usually
A. Held whenever fed?
B. Not held during feeding?

10.

Who fed the baby most (if not breast fed)?
A. Father
B. Mother
C. Grandmother
D. Oilier __________________

11.

Did the ch ild use a pacifier?
If yes , what kind did he use? _ _ _ _ _ _ __
If your c hild sucked his thumb, what if anything did you do to stop
thumb sucking? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

12.

As a pre-school child, when does he eat?
A. With family at regular meal times on ly
B. Only whenever he is hungry
C . At i,t'regular times

TOILET TRAINING METHODS
1:3.

At what age did toilet training begin?
A. 12 months or ea rlier
B. 13-24 months
C.25monthsormore

14.

How was it done? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

15.

What do you do to cure bed wetting after the c hild is five years old?
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CLEANLINESS AND HEALTH PRACTICES
16.

How often was the child bathed as an infant7 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
By whom 7_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
How 7_________ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

17.

Health Record:
Illness

18 .

If the ch ild
A.
B.
C.
D.

E.

F.

Age

'Pho trea ted the child 7

is sick now, where do you take him first? Ma jo r illn ess :
To the field nurse or doctor at the c lini c.
To your mother or mother-in-l aw .
To a private doctor.
To an Indian Medicine Man.
Cure him yourself.
Other ____________________________

Minor illness:
A. To the fi eld nurse or doctor at the cl ini c .
B. To yo ur mother or mother-in-law .
C. To a private doctor.
D. To an Indian Medicine Man.
E. Cure him yo urself.
F. Other _____________________________
19.

Do you take hi m to the clinic, doctor, or fie ld nurse for regular c hec kups 7
A. Yes
B. No
C. Som et imes

SLEEPING PATTERN
20.

When does
A.
B.
C.
D.

your child go to sleep?
Goes to bed at a regular time .
Whenever he wants to.
When the parents go to bed.
Other ______________________________
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21.

What do you do to quiet the baby if he c ries at night?
A. Child quieted with food or water
B . Child is crad led
C. Other ___________________________

22.

Does the child have a nap during the day time?
A. Yes
B. No
If not , when did he stop ? __________________________

23 .

\!''hat are his spec ial bed time rituals ?
A. Child r ead to
B. Child sung to
C . No ritual s
D. Other (prayers, cradling, etc .) _________________________

24 .

Was your chi.ld raise d on a cradleboard? __________________________
Fo r how long? ___________________________________________________

MODES OF DISCIPLINE
25.

Who takes
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

the major r esponsibility for the child's behavior and we lfare?
The mother
The fathe r
The grandparents
Both parents s haro the responsibi lity
Oth er ______________________________

26.

\!.'ho is the
A.
B.
C.
D.

final a uthority in matter s pertaining to the child' s behavior?
Fathe r assumes the fina l authority
Mother assumes the final authority
Grandpare nts assume the final authority
Other _________________________________

27 .

Is there a difference in the behavior expected of boys and girls in the
pre-school years?
A. Expect girls to behave better
B. Expect boys to behave be tter
C. Expec t no difference in behavior

28.

At what age is a child cons ide r ed to be responsible for his behavior, and
so punished for unacceptab le behavior?
A. Age three or earlier
B. Ages three to six
C. Age seve n
D. Older than seven
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29 .

What acts call for punishment? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

:lO.

"'no usually punishes the child?
A. The father
B. The mother
C. The grandparents
D. Other ___________________________

31.

"'nat methods of punishment are used?
A. Child spanked as punishment
B. Child deprived as pun ishme nt
C. Child scolded as punishm ent
D. Other ______________________
_ _ Put to bed
___Sat in chair
_ _Stood in corner
_ _ Given chores to do
_ _ Kept in house
_ _ _Deprived of a toy

:!2 .

Do you eve r punish a child hefore these?
A. Family only
B . Strangers only
C. Both family and strangers
D. Neither family nor strangers

ATTITUDE OF MOTHETI TOWARD Cl!ILD'S GROWING UP INCLUDING HIS
PRIVILEGES, AND RESPONSIBILITIES
33.

Is the ch ild growing up in his
A. mothers parents home?
B. fathers parents home?
C. parents hom e?
D. other7 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

34.

It is not wise or proper for a c hild , while growing up, to be inOuence d

by grandrarents.
A. True
B. False
:!fi.

Was the child g iven an Indian name?
A. Yes
B. No
C. No response
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36.

At what age did he accomplish the following skills?
Dress himself _ _ __
Tie his shoe _ _ __
Button front buttons _ _ __
Wash hands and face _ _ __
Bathe himself _ _ __
Feed himself an entire meal _ _ __
Learn to walk _ _ __
Have a five word vocabulary _ _ __

37 .

Do yo u think there is a difference in the development of the above sk ill s
in boys and girls?
A. Yes
B. No
If yes, in what ways ? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

38.

At what age was he permitted to assume the following responsibilities
alone? Go to the fields
Go to the store on errands
Attend
a ce remonial dance at the Pueblo _ _ _ Visit in the hous e of a relative
within the Pueblo
Outside the Pueblo
Stay away from
home for a meal ~Overnight _ _ _ For a longer period _ _ __
After sundown
Go about the Pueblo at will in the daytime
Play with other c hildren without adult supervision
Stay in u;;-house alone if adult is awa y for a short time
Take care of a
yo unger child

39.

Are sibling terms extended to some cousins (that is, calling a cous in

"brother" or "sister")?
A.

B.
40.

Yes
No

\'.'110 teaches him Indian songs?

A.
B.

c.
D.
E.

Father
Mother
Grandparent
Another relative
Other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Who teaches hi m Indian legends?
A. Father
B. Mother
c. Grandparents
D . Another relative
E. Other _ _ _ _ _ _.
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""'ho teaches him Indian dances
A. Father
B. Mother
C. Grandparents
D. Another relative
E. Other

MATERNAL EXPECTATIONS FOR THE CHILD'S FUTURE
41.

Would yo u
A.
B.
C.
D.

be happiest if your ch ild
married on and lived in the Pueblo?
marri e d an Indi a n of a nother tribe, but li ved in the Pueblo?
Married a non- Indian and Ii ved away from the Pueblo?
Other? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

42.

Looking back on your own c hildhood, how would yo u compare the way yo ur
mother raised you wi th the way yo u are raising your fam ily?_ _ _ _ __

If there is a difference, how do yo u feel about this change ? _ _ _ _ __

If they are the same, how do you fee l abo ut this ? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

43.

Do you feel the Indian traditional way is c hanging on the reservation ? __

44 .

Wou ld yo u hope your child would co ntinu e in the traditional "old " Indian
way or not ? _ _ _ _ _ __ __
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